Broadway Bridge
Broadway Bridge

Let to Contract in 1920

Completed in 1923

World War I Memorial

Cost: $971,000

25,000 ADT
Well, that didn't go quite as planned....
#BroadwayBridge
#TheDayTheBridgeStoodStill
Broadway Bridge

Scott Bennett @AHTDScott - 24h
1970s arch. 1970s hard hat. After 10:00 only the hard hat will remain. Hopefully! #implosion #I'mpushingthebutton!

Replied to by AHTD
2 hours ago

"@jcauley501 Tempting, but we've got a firm stance against child-labor. ;)

Jason Cauley @jcauley501
2 hours ago

@AHTD I have a 7 year old that'll have that thing down by sunset...

Hide Conversation

AHTD Well, that didn't go quite as planned.... #BroadwayBridge
#TheDayTheBridgeStoodStill

Jeff Wardlaw @JeffWardlaw2814 - 20h
@AHTDScott how did that workout?

Scott Bennett @AHTDScott
2:25 PM - 11 Oct 2018

@JeffWardlaw2814 About as well as the blasts did!
How 2nd grade would bring Broadway Bridge down:

- I would use a boulder to hit the bridge.
- I would use a crane to pull the bridge down.
- I would hit the bridge with hammers and
  * I would send a Monster.
- I would smash a big truck through it.
- I would use a giant to knock
  * bridgedown.
- I would use children to knock it down.
- I would use some big rocks.
- I think a tornado can make it fall down.
Hey @AHTD, if you needed the #BroadwayBridge blown up properly, shoulda given the @UCA_Football defense a holler.

@AHTD @RJHawk she's a tough ole broad!
Broadway Bridge
- ArkansasHighways.com
- ConnectingArkansasProgram.com
- Vimeo.com/AHTD
- IDriveArkansas.com
- Twitter.com @AHTD
Questions?